WIREBINDER 3:1”/2:1”
Punching and closing machine with retractable pins
The ideal machine for a wide range of office documents finishing.
Using the retractable pins you can easily punch any size and also effect
skip-binding. It is also possible to adjust the distance of the perforations from the edges. Available in pitches 3:1” and 2:1”.
Available with square or round pins (only in pitch 3:1”)
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HOW IT WORKS
It is very easy to bind a document with the Wirebinder. First you
punch the block of sheets using the longer handle. Then you
insert the cut length into the holes: this is easy to do, just insert
the wire into the holding groove and fit the sheets onto the wire.
Lastly, you just have to close the wire using the other handle.

FEATURES

Books bound using a Wirebinder 3:1”

Uses wires in cut-length.
Maximum binding length: 350 mm.
Maximum punching thickness: 1,5 mm. per stroke (20 sheets
of 70 g.).
Easy wire insertion slot.
Adjustable binding edge.
Wirebinder/3: fixed punching bar with 40 retractable pins, holes
4,0 x 4,0 mm. square or dia. 4,5 mm. round for all the diameters
in 3:1” pitch.
Wirebinder/2: fixed punching bar with 27 retractable pins, holes
4,0 x 5,5 mm. square for all the diameters in the 2:1” pitch.
Gauge to check the document’s binding diameter.
Lower drawer to collect wasted paper.

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
Electric connection not required.

The Company reserves itself the right to modify the features of the products shown in this catalogue.

H 200 x D 350 x L 450 mm.
17 Kg
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